CEN THROUGH MY EYES:
A PHOTOGRAPHY COMPETITION

A competition celebrating 25 years of the College of Engineering, open to all AUS community members, including students, alumni and employees.

Categories
The photo can be based on one of the following themes:

• CEN Architecture: The CEN buildings demonstrate a beautiful harmony between classic Islamic architecture and sleek modern aesthetics. Creatively highlight the architecture of the College of Engineering.

• A Day in CEN: Technology, knowledge, hard work, fun, events, and most importantly, school spirit, are all part of daily life in CEN. Take a photograph that captures a moment and tells a story about life in CEN.

Prizes
First place: 2,000 AED
Second place: 1,500 AED
Third place: 1,000 AED
People’s choice: 500 AED

Selected submissions will be showcased in CEN’s Jubilee Photography and Art Exhibition Night and displayed across CEN buildings.
Photographs will be evaluated based on creativity, technique (high-quality imagery), aesthetics and relevance to the theme. The people’s choice winner will be selected based on social media interactions.

How to Enter
Upload your entry(s) by scanning the QR code.

Deadline for submissions:
February 6, 2023, by 5:00 p.m.
Winners will be announced at the beginning of March 2023.

Questions?
Contact cen-media-comp@aus.edu.